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FOREWORD

As children we have dreams and as adults we have
memories. And in between we struggle to make our memories
reflect our dearest dreams.

In our struggle we sometimes

lose sight of our dreams in our fight to survive.

But

in the fight to survive, we often find our greatest
strengths--within ourselves.

All of us are fighting our own inner battles with
a

strength uniquely our own.

understood for ME alone.

And each cries out to be

To each reunion of family and

friends we bring our own inner needs to be healed or
destroyed:
With different dreams we meet to talk
Hoping each will see,
The secret things within our hearts
The need inside of ME.

In trying to get my needs met,
I do not see the YOU
And stumbling over the sensitive core
We tear each other into.

(WTT)
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Though born in different centuries, living in different
regions of the country, and celebrating opposite sides
in America's greatest civil strife, Louisa May Alcott
and Margaret Mitchell, along with their most memorable
characters and best known works of literature Little Women
and Gone With the Wind, reveal remarkable similarities,
a testament to their shared values as writers.
Both Jo in Louisa May Alcott's Little Women (1868)
and Scarlett in Margaret Mitchell's Gone With the Wind
(1936), like their creators, are individualists who speak
through their actions and voices for the woman beside the
hearth whose heart and ambitions reach beyond. The
relationship of each woman to her family--especially her
mother--influences her choices in life.

Although both

women come from proud, well-to-do families, each woman
struggles with pride, poverty, and life differently.

Each

woman comes from a family of all female siblings and a
father who is away, either physically or emotionally, and
each woman finds herself through different inward strengths
which help her to endure and to survive.

Each woman is

writing her own story within the narrative and each
character reflects the author who creates her.
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I.

OTHER CRITICS ON JO AND SCARLETT

Whereas most Mitchell scholars view Scarlett O'Hara
as confused by her own success and never apprehending what
is going on around her (Hanson ix, xi, 10 and Taylor 106),
I find her to be extremely aware of what is happening around
her and attacking it "head on"--often with calculated moves.
Most critics see her as a survivalist (Edwards
26-27,135-6,158 and Taylor 99, 103 and Hanson xxi, 10),
but I see her as finding her own strength in the process.
I see in the choices she makes, not a ruthless person
(Taylor 103), but a person who steps out independently
to save those she loves.

Other critics put more emphasis

on behavior (Taylor 97, 103, 106 and Peacock 16, 25) not
strength.

I do not see Scarlett as a frigid woman

(Farr

163) but a woman filled with passion instead of lust--a
passion for life.
To some extent, I agree with most critics that Jo
March is a rebel against Victorian ways (Elbert 40), but
I also find her most fulfilled by Victorian ideals.

Rather

than rebelling against domestic life, she finds fulfillment
there.

Rather than fighting marriage, Jo is fighting the

slavery associated with marriage.

Most critics see only

her feminist side (Elbert 41, 85), but I see her feminine
side more predominant.

Whereas the independent rebel stands

out to most critics (Stern 101, 123 -4 and Elbert 161),
I see her sensitive individualism taking the foreground.
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While most critics see her as part of a strong religious
family (Meigs 9, Worthington 15 and Stern 88, 102), I see
this strength as a springboard for individualism.

And

as most critics see her as an independent character, I
see her as looking for a completeness or anchor which she
finds in Professor Bhaer.

Most focus on her push for

independence not her fear of independence.

Like Scarlett,

Jo has a passion for life, and by following this passion,
each finds her own inner strength.
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II.

CENTRAL CHARACTERS

Both Jo and Scarlett feel a love for men, a devotion
to family, and an awareness of self. Jo is to understand
the men in her life only to better appreciate and recognize
true worth and love in one Professor Bhaer.

Scarlett is

to understand the men in her life only to lose them.
Jo tells her Professor how she feels about accepting the
love he has for her in his heart:

"'And so you came to

find that it was not too poor, but the one precious thing
I needed"' (514-15).
the words:

She explains her complete love with

"'I couldn't help loving you if you were

seventy'" (515).
Scarlett reflects on her past:
She had never understood either of the men she
had loved and so she had lost them both.

Now,

she had a fumbling knowledge that, had she ever
understood Rhett, she would never have lost him.
She wondered forlornly if she had ever really
understood anyone in the world.

(593)

Although both women struggle to find themselves within
the family and society, each emerges independently to fight
her inner battles differently.

Jo searches inwardly,

desparately pushing outward and away to better understand
her strength within:

"She could not ignore life.

She

had to live it as it was too brutal, too hostile, for her
even to try to gloss over its harshness with a smile"

Talbott 5
(347).

Scarlett desparately grasps impulsively outward

while holding onto a strength within:
He [Ashley] knew that she took life as it came,
opposed her tough-fibered mind to whatever
obstacles there might be, fought on with a
determination that would not recognize defeat,
and kept on fighting even when she saw defeat
was inevitable.

(315)

Yet, both remain fiercely tied to their families-
especially the mother--who remains the center of their
security.

Jo realizes that Marmee "

wasn't a

particularly handsome person, but mothers are always lovely
to their children, and the girls thought the gray cloak
and unfashionable bonnet covered the most splendid woman
in the world"

(17).

And Scarlett remembers her mother

Ellen:
Yes, it was good to creep back into bed and know
that Ellen was abroad in the night and everything
was right . . . . Mother had always been just
as she was, a pillar of strength, a fount of
wisdom, the one person who knew the answer to
everything.

(25)

Though both Jo and Scarlett fight for a cause beyond the
hearth, they remain centrally focused around it.

Jo finds

it her final haven:
Though it came in such a very simple guise, that
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was the crowning moment of both their lives when
turning from the night, and storm, and
loneliness, to the household light, and warmth,
and peace, waiting to receive them with a glad
"Welcome Home," Jo led her love in, and shut
the door.

(51 6)

And Scarlett finds it a safe refuge:

"She was a child

and mad with fright and she wanted to bury her head in
her mother's lap and shut out this sight.
only home! Home with Mother"

If she were

(215).

Their thoughts center around the love of home--the
hearth.

While Jo's thoughts are of creating security for

others, Scarlett's thoughts are of gaining security for
herself.

Jo writes to bring comfort to her family; Scarlett

marries to bring comfort to hers.

Jo's reply to her sister

who asks what she will do with the money she gets from
her writing reflects her generosity:
"Send Beth and mother to the sea-side for a month
or two . .

Ah, but you shall go, I've set

my heart on it, that's what I tried for, and
that's why I succeeded.

I never get on when

I think of myself alone, so it will help me to
work for you, don't you see."

(294)

Says Scarlett of her troubles:
"What I want is to get out of this fix,
for good--so I can go to sleep at night
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without worrying over what's going to happen
to me tomorrow, and next year . • • I'll marry
him • . . . . And then I'll never have to bother
about money again."

(309)

Both women are spurred into action through a fear
of poverty.
to plenty.

Jo grows up knowing hunger but reaching beyond
Her greatest pain comes after Beth's death:

"I can't do it.

I wasn't meant for a life like

this, and I know I shall break away and
do something desperate if somebody don't come
and help me," she said to herself, when her first
efforts failed, and fell into the moody, miserable
state of mind which often comes when strong wills
have to yield to the inevitable • . • . (464)
Scarlett lives to feel the pangs of hunger and to fight
to overcome her pain.

She swears in desperation:

"As God is my witness, as God is my witness,
the the Yankees aren't going to lick me.

I'm

going to live through this, and when it's over,
I'm never going to be hungry again.
any of my folks.

No, nor

If I have to steal or kill--as

God is my witness, I'm never going to be hungry
again."

(244)

It is the strong faith in God, instilled by their
mothers

which pulls them through.

Though Scarlett is

not a strong Catholic, her thoughts return to her early
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upbringing:
She was driven by a conscience which, though
long suppressed, could still rise up, an active
penance for them in sorrow and conscience.
"Confess your sins and do penance for them in
sorrow and contrition," Ellen had told her a
hundred times and, in this crisis, Ellen's
religious training came back and gripped her.
She would confess

. and then God would ease

her pain and give her peace.

(541)

Although neither girl is beautiful, each has a
redeeming quality--Jo in her hair and Scarlett in her eyes.
They each have the downfall of a quick temper.

After one

outburst, Jo exclaims, ""It's my dreadful temper!

I try

to cure it; I think I have, and then it breaks out worse
than ever'"

(91).

And again she says, " 'Oh, my tongue,

my abominable tongue!
(336).

Why can't I learn to keep it quiet?'"

Often it is others who best feel Scarlett's temper.

Two of her admirers discuss this:

"'Besides when Scarlett

gets mad, everybody knows it . . . She don't go around
being cold and hateful when she's mad--she tells you about
it'" (8).
Each woman gains success--Jo through giving
Scarlett through taking.

and

Although both are impulsive,

Jo is predictable whereas Scarlett is unpredictable.

For

example, Jo has the foresight to see that she really does
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not want Laurie for a husband and does not accept his
proposal:
"oh, Teddy, I'm so sorry, so desperately sorry,
I could kill myself if it would do any good!
I wish you wouldn't take it so hard; I can't
help it; you know it's imposssible for people
to make themselves love other people if they
don't!

I don't believe it's the right sort

of love, and I'd rather not try it."

(392)

Scarlett does not want Tara, only to decide finally
that it is all that really matters:
She could not desert Tara; she belonged to the
red acres far more than they could ever belong
to her.

Her roots went deep into the

blood-colored soil and sucked up life, as did
cotton.

She would stay at Tara and keep it

somehow • . . • Tara was her fate, her fight,
and she must conquer it.

(240)

Both feel desperate, lonely, and depressed.

Alcott

describes Jo after her sister Beth's death:
. these were dark days to her, for something
like despair came over her when she thought of
spending all her life in that quiet house, devoted
to hum-drum cares, a few poor little pleasures,
and the duty that never seemed to grow any easier.
(464)
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And Scarlett experiences depression after the destruction
of Tara and in losing her mother:
She did not know she was drunk, drunk with fatigue
and whisky.

She only knew she had left her tired

body and floated somewhere above it where there
was no pain and no weariness and her brain saw
. She was

things with an inhuman clarity .

seeing things with new eyes for, somewhere along
the road to Tara, she had left her girlhood behind
her.

She was no longer plastic clay, yielding

imprint to each new experience.

The clay had

hardened, some time in this indeterminate day
which had lasted a thousand years.

(240)

Those days and years are filled with strong emotions.
Jo loves people while Scarlett loves material things. Jo
trusts her own judgment in not marrying Teddy but in
marrying Professor Bhaer. On the other hand, Scarlett trusts
only Ellen:

"Scarlett had never trusted any woman and

had never credited any woman except her mother with motives
other than selfish ones" (69).
Both have adventurous spirits.

Jo goes off to New

York to try her wings; and Scarlett compares herself to
Atlanta, as shown in the following statement:

"But Atlanta

was of her own generation, crude with crudities of youth
and as headstrong and impetuous as herself" (81).
again she compares herself to that busy city:

And
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Like herself the town was a mixture of the old
and the new in Georgia, in which the old often
came off second best in its conflicts with the
self-willed

and vigorous new.

Moreover there

was something personal, exciting about a town
that was born--or at least christened--the same
year she was christened.

(82)

Both long for the peace of home, yet want the excitement
of being away.

Jo takes only herself; Scarlett takes Mammy

with her.
Neither feels she is like other women.

Jo can not

be satisfied with the ordinary: " • . . but I'm always
interested in odd people'" (368);
people!'" (365).
awakening:

"'I hate ordinary

And Scarlett is suddenly aware of this

"Oh, why is she different, apart from these

loving women?

She could never love anything or anyone

so selflessly as they did.

What a lonely feeling it

was--and she had never been lonely in either body or spirit
before" (98).

Jo understands boys better than women and

longs to help them:
When I'd made my fortune, and no one needed me
at home, I'd hire a big house, and pick up some
poor, forlorn little lads, who hadn't any
mothers, and take care of them, and make life
jolly for them before it was too late.

I see

so many going to ruin for want of help, at the
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right minute; I love so to do anything for them;
I seem to feel their wants, and sympathize
with their troubles; and oh, I should so like
to be a mother to them!

( 51 8)

Scarlett does not understand people; she has no
intuition to "read" them.

Both can relate better to men

and both are loved by men they do not love.

Both wish

they were men; they long for a man's strength, independence,
and freedom.
(126).

Jo says blatantly:

"'I wish I was a man!'"

Scarlett remembers her upbringing:
She had been brought up to believe that a woman
alone could accomplish nothing, yet she had
managed the plantation without men to help her
until Will came. .

With the idea that she

was as capable as a man came a sudden rush of
pride and a violent longing to prove it, to make
money for herself as men make money.

Money which

would be her own, which she would neither have
to ask for nor account for to any man.

(354)

Each woman has a very hard time being a lady.

For

Jo, it is the disappointment in being a girl at all:
"It's bad enough to be a girl, anyway, when I
like boys' games, and work, and manners.

I can't

get over my disappointment in not being a boy,
and it's worse than ever now, for I'm dying to
go and fight with papa, and I can only stay at

Talbott
home and knit like a poky old woman. II

1 3

( 1 3)

Scarlett finds she has changed after being with Rhett:
She did not realize that, with his encouragement,
she had disregarded many of the sternest
injunctions of her mother concerning the
proprieties, forgotten the difficult lessons
in being a lady.

( 1 4 0)

And again after Tara burns, she sees the difference in
these Southern women and herself:
"That's the difference!

Even though they're

poor, they still feel like ladies and I don't.
The silly fools don't seem to realize that you
can't be a lady without money!

(348)

There rose up in her mind the memory of Scarlett
O'Hara who loved beaux and pretty dresses and
who intended, some day, when she had time, to
be a great lady like Ellen.

(528)

Neither wants to be separated from her mother or
sisters.

Jo's sisters are most important to her:

"'I

do think families are the most beautiful things in all
the world!'" (520).

Though Scarlett does not like her

sisters, after the destruction of Tara she finds they are
her burden to bear:
She couldn't love her sisters now.

They were

simply a dead weight on her shoulders.

And as

for cherishing them, wasn't she bathing them,
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combing their hair and feeding them, even at
the expense of walking miles every day to find
vegetables?

Wasn't she learning to milk the

cow, even though her heart was always in her
throat when that fearsome animal shook its horns
at her?
of time.

And as for being kind, that was a waste
If she were overly kind to them,

they'd probably prolong their stay in bed, and
she wanted them on their feet again soon as
possible, so there would be four more hands to
help her.

(247)

They both see, however, the need of men in their lives.
Jo wants a man for companionship.
Professor Bhaer's love:
I needed"

She speaks of her

"'. • . the one precious thing
Scarlett needs a man for protection:

(514-515).

But of course, she'd thought Rhett would take
care

of them.

(226)

she thanked Heaven for the comfort of his
presence.

It was good to have a man beside her,

to lean close to him and feel the hard swell
of his arm and know that he stood between her
and unnamable terrors.

(221)

Neither does Scarlett feel the need of children in
her life as they demand care:

"I believe women could manage

everything in the world without men's help--except having
babies, and God knows, no woman in her right mind would
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have babies if she could help it" (354).

"Why had God

invented children, she thought savagely as she turned her
ankle cruelly on the dark road--useless crying nuisances
they were, always demanding care, always in the way"
(230).

"You know I don't want any more children!

wanted any at all.

Every time things are going right with

me I have to have a baby" (503).

But Jo loves children

and especially wants to take care of boys.
for all children:

I never

She has a love

" 'Rich people's children often need

care and comfort, as well as poor . • • I've a special
interest in such young bears. .

'" (519). Her greatest

wish is for happiness for these boys:
• • . a happy, home-like place for boys who
needed teaching, care, and kindness . . . But
her faith in the good spot which exists in
the heart of the naughtist, sauciest, most
tantalizing little ragamuffin gave her patience,
skill, and in time, success

. as the years

went on, two little lads of her own came to
increase her happiness.

(521-22)

When they are depressed, Jo finds comfort in writing.
Jo's mother encourages her to get through her sorrow through
writing:

"'Why don't you write?

you happy"' (468).
her mother responds:
at last.

That always used to make

When she is successful at her writing,
"'

• and you have found your style

You wrote with no thought of fame or money, and
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put your heart into it"' (468).
writing:

Jo faces her sorrow through

"so, taught by love and sorrow, Jo wrote her

little stories" (468).

Scarlett seeks solace in drink.

Scarlett gives in to the effects of drink:
The brandy burned with fiery pleasantness.
There was nothing like it when you needed it.
In fact, brandy was good almost any time, so
much better than insipid wine.

Why on earth

should it be proper for a woman to drink wine
and not spirits?

(470)

Jo survives through her background of tolerance, faith,
and love.

Whereas Jo sometimes looks back, Scarlett moves

forward, going forward and facing life as it comes. Scarlett
does not want to face her problems but "think about them
tomorrow".

Yet Scarlett does take action and proves to

be a fighter and a survivor as were her forefathers.

She

reflects on her past:
All had suffered crushing misfortunes and had
not been crushed

All of those shadowy

folks whose blood flowed in her veins seemed
to move quietly in the moonlit room.

And Scarlett

was not surprised to see them, these kinsmen
who had taken the worst that fate could send
and hammered it into the best.

(240)

Because of her harshness in her push to survive,
sometimes Scarlett is not kind and her children are afraid
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of her:
Scarlett could not help noticing that the child
was beginning to avoid her .

and she was

offended that his refuge was Melanie's bed where
he played quietly at games .

. Scarlett had

neither the time nor the impulse to pet him but
it made her jealous to see Melanie do it.

When

she found him one day standing on his head in
Melanie's bed and saw him collapse on her, she
slapped him .

. But no one talked back to

Scarlett these days.

They were

all afraid of

her sharp tongue, all afraid of the new person
who walked in her body.

(246)

Children love Jo.
Both women recognize strength in weakness.
comfort in the quiet Beth:

Jo finds

"'Beth is my conscience, and

I can't give her up; I can't! I can't! .
dear people always do die"' (204).

The good and

Scarlett sees the

strength she has felt through Melanie:

"She was lonely

and afraid and there was no one to whom she could turn,
no one except Melanie" (544).

And later she reflects on

her past:
And now as Scarlett looked sadly back, she
realized that Melanie had always been there beside
her with a sword in her hand, unobtrusive as
her own shadow, loving her, fighting for her
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with blind passionate loyalty, fighting Yankees,
fire, hunger, poverty, public opinion and even
her beloved blood kin .
too.

. She's like Mother,

Everyone who knew her has clung to her

skirts.

(544)

Both Jo and Scarlett have a chance for wealth in
marriage.

While Jo does not, Scarlett takes it.

And Jo

finds the love and life for which she has so long waited:
Yes, Jo was a very happy woman there, in spite
of the hard work, much anxiety, and a perpetual
racket.

She enjoyed it heartily, and found the

applause of her boys more satisfying than any
praise of the world .

. "There's no need

for me to say it, for everyone can see that I'm
far happier than I deserve."

(522)

But Scarlett never finds the love and contentment which
Jo does in marriage.

Scarlett sighs in desperation as

she thinks over her "loves":
She had never understood either of the men she
loved and so she had lost them both .
think of it all tomorrow, at Tara.
it then.

I can stand

Tomorrow, I'll think of some way to

get him back.
day.

I'll

After all, tomorrow is another

(593)

Both women are practical in their concerns for family
needs.

Jo sees how money can help her family:

"She saw
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that money conferred power; money and power, therefore,
she resolved to have; not to be used for herself alone,
but for those whom she loved more than self"

(374).

Jo

wants only the best for her sisters:
The dream of filling home with comforts, giving
Beth everything she wanted, from strawberries
in winter to an organ in her bedroom; going
abroad herself, and always having more than
enough, so that she might indulge in the luxury
of charity, had been for years Jo's most
cherished castle in the air.

(374)

On the other hand, Scarlett never wanted her sisters
around:

"She couldn't love her sisters now; they were

dead weight on her shoulders" (247).
Suellen in no kind terms:

"She did not like Suellen.

She saw it now with a sudden clarity.
her.

She can think of

She had never liked

She did not especially love Carreen--she could not

love anyone who was weak" (239).

Scarlett sees no sense

in wasting money on tombstones when money is scarce:
"Suddenly Scarlett did not feel as sorry for the Tarletons
as she had at first.

Anybody who would waste precious

money on tombstones when food was so dear, so almost
unattainable, didn't deserve sympathy" (281)
Both girls come from strong religious upbringings.
Jo's religion is an ingrained part of her being--a fiber
in her very make up.

She accepts life as it comes and
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appreciates her blessings.
'" •

•

She tells Professor Bhaer,

• so there's no need for hurry or impatience.

You

can do your part out West,--I can do mine here,--and both
be happy hoping for the best, and leaving the future to
be as God wills"'

(516).

But Scarlett thinks of God in

different terms:
Religion had always been a bargaining process
with Scarlett.

She promised God good behavior

in exchange for favors.

God had broken the

bargain time and again, to her way of thinking,
and she felt that she owed Him nothing at all
now.

( 290)

Both work hard for the people they love.

Jo works

to help Amy realize her future in art. Scarlett works to
keep Ashley out of rags and out of the fields:
At the sight of Ashley in rags, with an axe in
his hand, her heart went out in a surge of love
and of fury at fate.

She could not bear to see

him in tatters working, her debonaire immaculate
Ashley.

His hands were not made for work or

his body for anything but broadcloth and fine
linen.

God intended him to sit in a great

house, talking with pleasant people, playing
the piano and writing things which sounded
beautiful and made no sense whatsoever.
And both work to escape hardships.

(300)

Jo takes pride in her
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mind.

When she feels the urge to write she can not help

herself:
She did not think herself a genius by any means;
but when the writing fit came on, she gave herself
up to it with entire abandon, and led a blissful
life, unconscious of want, care, or bad weather,
while she sat safe and happy in an imaginary
world, full of friends almost as real and dear
to her as any in the flesh.

Sleep forsook her

eyes, meals stood untasted, day and night were
all too short to enjoy the happiness which
blessed her only at such times and made these
hours worth living even if they bore no other
fruit.

(291)

Scarlett takes pride in her appearance.

Though poor,

Scarlett does not approach Rhett looking poor.
leaves the house, Ashley observes Scarlett:

As she

" • . . he

had never known such gallantry as the gallantry of Scarlett
O'Hara going forth to conquer the world in her mother's
velvet curtains and the tail feathers of a rooster" (315).
Jo is generous to the point of giving all; Scarlett wishes
for paying guests at Tara.

While Jo lets heart rule

head,

Scarlett lets head rule heart.
Both women are very strong willed--Jo has to find
her own way and Scarlett has to have her own way.
the most important quality

To Jo

of character is holding out
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for what one wants in love and life:

II I

.I don't believe

I shall ever marry; I'm happy as I am, and love my liberty
too well to be in any hurry to give it up for any mortal
man"' (395).

To Scarlett, gumption is the most important

quality of character--a quality her husband Frank lacks:
"Frank will never get anywhere if he doesn't get up some
gumption" (355) •

" • • • she realized how narrow was

the chasm between quality folk and poor whites . .
There but for a lot of gumption am I, she thought . • • "
(404).

"But to her mind there were few, if any, qualities

that out weighed gumption" (381).
Both want respect--Jo's man must have integrity:
She began to see that character is a better
possession than money, rank, intellect, or beauty;
and to feel that if greatness is what a wise
man has defined it

to be,--"truth,reverence,

and good-will, 11 --then her friend Friedrich Bhaer
is not only good, but great.

(382)

Scarlett wants a man who will not let her run over him:
"She could never respect a man who let her run over him
and the hesitant attitude he displayed in any unpleasant
situation, with her or with others irritated her unbearably"
(366).

Both appreciate the service of others and recognize

the inner strength in people--Jo appreciates the caring
Professor Bhaer:
He was poor, yet always appeared to be giving
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something away,--a stranger, yet every one was
his friend; no longer young,--but as
happy-hearted as a boy; plain and odd,--yet
his face looked beautiful to many, and his
oddities were freely forgiven for his sake.
(379)
He cares for others more than himself.

Scarlett sees this

in Mammy and Peter and faithful blacks:
Scarlett thought of the kind, gnarled hands of
Mammy worn rough in Ellen's service and hers
and Wade's.

What did these strangers know of

black hands, how dear and comforting they could
be, how unerringly they knew how to soothe, to
pat, to fondle? • • .

These women had hurt Uncle

Peter--Peter who had been through the Mexican
War with old Colonel Hamilton, Peter who had
held his master in his arms when he died, who
had raised Melly and Charles and looked after
the feckless, foolish Pittypat, "pertecked" her
when she refugeed, and "quired" a horse to bring
her back from Macon through a war torn country
after the surrender.
trust Niggers!

And they said they wouldn't

(385)

It is easy for Jo to talk to her Professor Bhaer,
the quality she needs so much in a man:
talked,

"Somehow, as he

the world got right again to Jo; the old beliefs
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that had lasted so long, seemed better than the new" (382).
And it is Rhett to whom Scarlett can best express her
thoughts and find understanding:
She could talk to him about almost
everything, with no care for concealing her
motives or her real opinions and she never ran
out of things to say as she did with Frank--or
even with Ashley, if she must be honest with
herself.

(388)

Both love peace and quiet.

Jo finds refuge in a flight

to the woods, a room of her own, or the sofa with a book
and Scarlett in the thought of reaching Tara.
has women friends outside the home.

Neither

Jo's closest friends

are her mother and Beth and though she loses one to death,
she keeps them both close to her heart throughout their
lives.

Scarlett says, "'Melly is the only woman friend

I ever had,
loved me.

• . • the only woman except Mother who really
She's like Mother too.

has clung to her skirts!''' (580).
dependent on men.

Everyone who knew her
Neither wants to be

Jo is willing to be a partner but not

less equal and Rhett must never think Scarlett needs him
or wants him.
Both have to take men's roles--Jo while her father
is at war and Scarlett in the reconstruction of Tara.
Jo, after Beth's death, feels everyone has left her and
Scarlett loses everyone.

Neither cares what people say
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and both talk casually.

Both like to hear people talk.

Jo likes best to hear about travels:
tell me about it!
their travels"'

"'Abroad! . • • oh,

I love dearly to hear people describe
(38).

talk about herself:

But Scarlett likes best to hear

". . • for she could never long endure

any conversation of which she was not the chief subject"
(4).

Jo replies to Laurie who does not want to go to

college: "'How I wish I was going to college'" (39).
However, Scarlett does not like school and an education
means nothing to her.

Indeed, she does not even like books:

"Large numbers of books always depressed her, as did people
who liked to read large numbers of books"

(65).

Both women have impressions of the rich.
that they too have problems:

Jo sees

"'I don't envy her much,

in spite of her money, for after all rich people have about
as many worries as poor ones, I guess'" (52).
is envious of their lives:
and pinching.

Scarlett

"She was so tired of poverty

What a pleasure it would be to know people

who were rich and not worried as to where the next meal
was coming from!" (280).

Both appreciate good breeding

in men--Jo in Professor Bhaer and Scarlett in Ashley.
Jo has the courage to set out on her own to pursue
a new life and try her hand at writing.

And although

Scarlett does not think herself brave, she is very strong;
she rescues Melanie from Atlanta and restores Tara.
wear hats which display the uniqueness of their

Both
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character--to stand out and be different.
from Laurie in jest:

Jo gets a hat

"'I'll wear it, for fun, and show

him I don't care for the fashion'" (135).
a hat from Rhett to lift her spirits:

Scarlett gets

"Just at this moment,

nothing mattered to her except that she looked utterly
charming in the first pretty hat she had put on her head
in two years" (138).
Both are dreamers; Jo wants to be a famous writer
and Scarlett a lady.

Neither really wants to grow up.

Nor does either like being alone.

They feel deeply the

death of their closest friends Beth and Melanie.
Neither pretends to like people.

Jo had rather risk

her life for someone than to be nice to them:

II I

only it's easier for me to risk my life for a person than
to be pleasant to them when I don't feel like it.

It's

a great misfortune to have such strong likes and dislikes,
i Sn I t it?

Ill

(

3 23) •

Jo is especially strong on feelings about people
and reformers and Scarlett about material finery and
pleasure.

Both dislike ordinary people.

Jo declares,

"'I hate ordinary people!" (365); "'I'm always interested
in odd people"' (368).

And Scarlett has cast her own lot

in life with the unfortunate:

"Scarlett had cast her lot

with the enemy and, whatever her birth and family
connections, she was now in the category of a turncoat,
a Nigger lover, a traitor, a Republican--and a Scallawag"
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(499).
writers.

Jo especeally enjoys

the arts, concerts, and

Scarlett has extreme passions.

Both see the

power associated with money and both decide they want power
and money--Jo in writing about the well-to-do around her
and Scarlett through marriage.
Both have romantic illusions dispelled by the realities
of life, Jo's eyes are opened to the fact that writers
are just people:

"But her reverence for genius received

a severe shock that night, and it took her some time to
recover from the discovery that the great creatures were
only men and women, after all" (380).

"Turning as from

a fallen idol, she made other discoveries which rapidly
dispelled her romantic illusions" (381).

Scarlett sees

reality in the war and destruction of Tara as well as
Frank's death and Ashley's weakness.
Both are influenced by men.

Jo was brought up by

Professor Bhaer and Scarlett is pulled down by Rhett.
Both appreciate character in a man, Jo sees character as
better than money, rank, intellect, or beauty--and that
Professor Bhaer is great in his possession of character.
Both women learn that love cannot be forced.

Jo

tells Laurie, "'You know it's impossible for people to
make themselves love other people if they don't"' (392).
And Scarlett gets a shocking reply from Rhett in answer
to her declaration of love:
Scarlett declares.

11'

•

but I love you!'"

To which Rhett answers, "'That's your
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misfortune'"

(591 ).

Neither girl wants to marry.

Yet

Jo does when she finds the right person and Scarlett does
three times.
and ambitious.

Both women are moody, energetic, restless,
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III.

RELATIONSHIPS
A.

MOTHERS

The influence of the mothers on each of these women
plays a remarkable part in her character and life decisions.
Both Jo and Scarlett have mothers who teach their daughters
through example to promote help, understanding, and concern
for the poor and helpless.

And both women care most for

the mother who nurtured the seeds of independent strength
and faith--Jo's in constant attention and Scarlett's from
afar.

Both expect the best from their daughters.

Both

reflect an inner strength nurtured by mothers of compassion.
It is the prayerful mother and the faithful mother whose
face and words they most often turn towards.

Jo can

remember endless sayings her mother has quoted to encourage
and guide her.

Scarlett can see the worn prayer book of

Ellen's and feel the peacefulness of seeing her mother
kneel in prayer, and

Scarlett frequently imagines what

her mother will do or say if she hears her.

Jo has the

help of a mother who also has a temper and who can
sympathize.

Both Jo and Scarlett realize how hard their

mothers work to keep their homes and lives running smoothly
and appreciate the example and training.
best understood by their mothers.
as she sees her:

Both girls are

Marmee describes Jo

"'You are a chestnut burr, prickly

outside, but silky-soft within, and a sweet kernel, if
one can only get at it.

Love will make you show your
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heart some day, and then the rough burr will fall off'"
(466).

Scarlett feels Ellen is the only one who

understands her.
Scarlett's mother is of French descent.

She is

aristocratic and her manner reflects this in good and lean
times.

She is always the perfect lady:

"

her mother,

(3).

a Coast aristocrat of French descent"

Ellen O'Hara was different, and Scarlett regarded
her as something holy and apart from all the
rest of humankind . .
mother was the

She knew that her

embodiment of justice, truth,

loving tenderness and profound wisdom--a great
lady.

( 35)

Scarlett's lifelong ambition--though not always first in
her priorities--is to be like her mother (35).
Her mother successfully cares for the smooth running
of Tara with a soft voice and a gentle

manner:

"It had

never occurred to him (her husband) that only one voice
was obeyed on the plantation--the soft voice of his wife
Ellen" (19)

Ellen was taught to be formal and she remained

so even in calling her husband Mr. O'Hara and in asking
for his assent before carrying out her own desires.

She

has Scarlett's luxuriant hair and a face of pride but not
haughtiness.

She has an air of graciousness which Scarlett

often refers to but never attains.

Like Scarlett's her

eyes shine with a haunting emptiness--a longing for some
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unattainable love or overwhelming loss.

There is no glow

in her eyes or responsive warmth in her smile or spontaneous
emotion in her:
For when Philippe, with his snapping eyes and
his wild ways, left Savannah forever, he took
with him the glow that was in Ellen's heart and
left for the bandy-legged little Irishman who
married her only
•

•

a gentle shell.

(25)

• Despite a mystifying listlessness of manner,

so strange in a girl of fifteen, she charmed
him.

Moreover, there was a haunting look of

despair about her that went to his heart and
made him more gentle with her than he had ever
been with any person in all the world.

(31)

Though Scarlett reflects these emotions differently,
they are there under the surface of a too overwhelming
Scarlett.

Ellen is only a shell when she marries Gerald

and like Scarlett, who longs for the unattainable Ashley,
she fills her emptiness with work and action.

Ellen has

left too much of herself somewhere else to be fully invested
emotionally in living.

Scarlett wishes to be the thrifty,

kind mistress, good mother, and devoted wife like her
mother--one day she will--but not now:

"Someday when

she was married to Ashley and old, some day when she had
time for it, she intended to be like Ellen" (35).
finds it against her grain to subdue her harshness

She
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controlling others:

"Scarlett reigned supreme at Tara

now and, like others suddenly elevated to authority, all
the bullying instincts in her nature rose to the surface"
(246).

She has too much passion to be confused with the

Virgin Mary she associates with her mother.
passions wear themselves out, it is

Yet when these

Ellen--or her

memory--to whom she turns--the picture of utter
security--the embodiment of justice, truth, loving
tenderness, profound wisdom--a great lady.
"Ellen's little office" is where she gains her
inspiration to move onward (37).

Here is where Ellen reigns

supreme, as Scarlett later does:
Things were always happening under her mother's
eyes which she noticed no more than if they had
not happened at all.

Ellen ignored all things

contrary to her ideas of propriety and tried
to teach Scarlett to do the same, but with poor
success.

(38)

Her worn prayerbook and her kneeling in prayer are a
constant reminder to Scarlett of where her mother's strength
comes from.

She remembers her mother telling her to pray

for forgiveness and she does when she has done something
for which she is ashamed.
Ellen works night and day to make Tara a great
home.

Though she knows Scarlett needs to go to Atlanta,

Ellen misses the closeness as Scarlett misses Bonnie when
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she leaves with Rhett.

And when Ellen dies, Scarlett

experiences the numbness of a deep wound.

Never again

will she smell Ellen's lemon verbena nor hear Ellen telling
her to love and cherish her sisters, to show kindness in
sorrow and trouble; but she does somewhat heed her mother's
words through her actions.

She does care for her sisters

when they are sick and Tara destroyed.

Just as Ellen has

declared she would sell her soul for ice for her girls'
heads, Scarlett will pick cotton until her fingers bleed
to restore HOME for them all.
For Jo, Marmee is handsome though poor.

She gives

treats as Professor Bhaer does to his young students.
Her face brings sunshine into her life as Professor Bhaer's
does.

Marmee, as Jo, likes to tell them stories, often

of themselves in different situations to use as little
sermons.

Jo begs her mother:

"'Tell another story, mother;

one with a moral to it, like this.

I like to think about

them afterwards, if they are real, and not too preachy"'
(54).

She reminds them to count their blessings and to

be grateful and Jo remains so throughout the novel.

Marmee

reminds Jo that her greatest help will come from God--the
Heavenly Father.

rt is Professor Bhaer who restores her

to this thought.
She learns at her mother's knee the value of praise
worth having and finds this reflected in her Professor
Bhaer.

She has found what her mother considers the best
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fortune--to be chosen by a good man.

In Marmee's words:

"'To be loved and chosen by a good man is the best and
sweetest thing which can happen to a woman; and I sincerely
hope my girls may know this beautiful experience"' (112).
In not marrying Laurie and in marrying Professor Bhaer,
she chooses love over money, and happiness rather than
rich discontentment.
Her Marmee sets the example of making a happy home
for themselves.

She is quick to let them know that the

happiness and comfort of a home depends on everyone doing
her share of the work:

". . • the comfort of all depends

on each doing their share faithfully" (132).
work.

All the girls

And Jo sees in Professor Bhaer the willingness to

work and to take care of himself.

The feeling that work

is wholesome is not only instilled in the girls but also
later, in Jo's boys.

Their work is what gives meaning

to life, and helps when life is otherwise too painful to
bear.

The independence of being able to take care of

oneself is a feeling better than money or fashion.
remembers Marmee's words:

Jo

"Work is wholesome, and there

is plenty for everyone; it keeps us from ennui and mischief;
is good for health and spirits, and gives us a sense of
power and independence better than money or fashion" (132).
It is

a quality which Professor Bhaer understands by

letting Jo be herself.

Too much work enslaves one, and

Marmee understands this too, but knows the running of a
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household, as the running of oneself, depends on knowing
how to do chores.
As Marmee believes in having family councils to decide
on important issues, Jo and Professor Bhaer are able to
talk about the way their life will be.

Jo explains to

him:
"I may be strong-minded, but no one can say I'm
out of my sphere now--for woman's special mission
is supposed to be drying tears and bearing
burdens, I'm

to carry my share, Friedrich, and

help to earn the home.
that, or I'll never go

Make up your mind to
. You can do your

part out West,--I can do mine here."
Marmee sees the good and bad in herself.

(515)

She explains

to Jo how her husband has helped her to control her temper.
She realizes the strength she has gained from her husband
as Jo does from Professor Bhaer.

Of the four girls, Jo

is most like Marmee.
Marmee understands how love can cover a multitude
of sins.

It is the very essence of her being.

who is able to comfort Jo when Beth dies.
which comforts Jo most.
suggests

It is Marmee

It is her touch

It is the insightful Marmee who

Jo write to get over the loss of Beth and she

wants Jo to write from her heart.
Jo's life is certainly true to her mother's teaching
the gift of a happy home.

For Marmee, true to Victorian
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hearts, the happiest kingdom is the home and the highest
honor is ruling it, not as a queen, but wife and mother:
John and Meg's marriage exemplify her teaching:
This household happiness did not come all at
once, but John and Meg had found the key to it,
and each year of married life taught them how
to use it, unlocking the treasures of real
home-love and mutual helpfulness, which the
poorest may possess, and the richest cannot
buy . • • walking side by side through fair and
stormy weather, with a faithful friend, who is,
in the true sense of the good old Saxon word,
the house-band, and learning, as Meg learned,
that a woman's happiest kingdom is home, her
highest honor the art of ruling it--not as a
queen, but a wise wife and mother.

(431)

And later Jo learns to reach beyond the hearth through
writing.
B.

FATHERS

The fathers of these two heroines also reveal their
similarities.

Though Jo's Papa is gone for the war years,

he has a strong tie with his family and influence on them.
They stand behind him even though he loses money in the
war and property trying to help a friend.
help him out.

As the narrator points out:

They work to
"When Mr. March

lost his property in trying to help an unfortunate friend,
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the two oldest girls beg to be allowed to do something
toward their own support, at least" (46).

He writes to

them while he is away and tells them how he misses them.
He greatly appreciates what they do for him.

He tells

Meg that he values the womanly skills which keep home happy,
more than white hands or fashionable accomplishments (244).
Though the five women seem to rule, he is still the head
of the house--the household conscience, anchor, and
comforter--a true husband and father (261-2).

The girls

give their hearts into their mother's keeping, their souls
into their father's (262).

When Beth dies it is touch

which Jo and her father miss most.

Jo asks her father

to talk to her as he did Beth as she feels all wrong.
As he hugs Jo he remembers that nothing can comfort him
as this does (465).

Mr. March is a source of strength

to them all:
The war is over, and Mr. March safely at home,
busy with his books and the small parish which
found him a minister by nature as by grace.
A quiet studious man, rich in the wisdom that
is better than learning, the charity which calls
all mankind "brother," the piety that blossoms
into character, making it august and lovely.
(2 61 )
Scarlett's father is

quite different. He is

not a

source of strength to his family though he is very
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tender-hearted:

"Beneath his choleric exterior Gerald

O'Hara had the tenderest of hearts" (19).

He does not

worry, but leaves the task of worry and management to Ellen
and later to Scarlett:
He was sixty years old and his crisp curly hair
was silver-white, but his shrewd face was unlined
and his hard little blue eyes were young with
the unworried youthfulness of one who has never
taxed his brain with problems more abstract than
how many cards to draw in a poker game.

(19)

He is a practical man who sees the good in Scarlett marrying
one of the neighboring twins and joining families and farms.
He is wise enough to see that no wife ever changes a husband
and there is no evidence that Ellen ever tries.

Gerald

tells Scarlett:
"If you had any sense you'd have married Stuart
or Brent Tarleton long ago.
daughter.

Think it over,

Marry one of the twins and then the

plantations will run together and Jim Tarleton
and I will build you a fine house, right where
they join

• • No wife has ever changed

a husband one whit, and don't you be forgetting
that."

( 21)

He feels that land is the only thing that lasts or is worth
fighting for:
"Land is the only thing in the world that amounts
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to anything • • • for 'tis the only thing in
the world that lasts, and don't you be forgetting
it!

'Tis

the only thing worth working for,

worth fighting for, worth dying for!

(22).

Like her father, "She loved the land so much, without even
knowing she loved it, loved it as she loved her mother's
face under the lamp at prayer time" (17).
Gerald, like Ellen, must have been somewhat
disillusioned with marriage, as he feels best marriages
are the ones parents arrange:

"'The best marriages are

when the parents choose for the girl.

For how can a silly

piece like yourself tell a good man from a scoundrel?"'
And clearly, it is Ellen who insists on marrying

(22).
Gerald.

Likewise, Scarlett never finds happiness with

any of her husbands.
belongs to her.

It is only Tara that she feels really

Gerald, like Scarlett, has left home to

escape trouble, she to find life and wealth; he to be a
land owner and to possess great wealth:

"Gerald wanted

to be a slave owner and a landed gentleman .

he wanted

to see his own acres stretching green before his eyes"
(27).
Like Scarlett, Gerald possesses a hairtrigger temper.
Both have proud natures and seem to have chips on their
shoulders.

Neither can attain elegance (26).

He never

becomes the gentleman and she never becomes the great lady.
Both compare themselves to Ellen.

Both realize that to
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survive, a family must present itself as an unbroken front
to the world.

Because Gerald is short, he feels he has

to be hardy; he feels inferior to no one in strength (104).
But Ellen is to Gerald as Ashley is to Scarlett--the
audience before which the drama of their life was presented:
Until he died Gerald would always be waiting
for Ellen, always listening for her • . • . Ellen
was the audience before which the blustering
drama of Gerald O'Hara had been played.

Now

the curtain had been rung down forever, the
footlights dimmed and the audience suddenly
vanished, while the stunned old actor remained
on his empty stage, waiting for his cues.

(249)

With Ellen's death and Ashley's confusion upon Melanie's
death the stage is indeed empty.

Neither is really able

to fill that stage again.
C.

SISTERS

Jo's sisters play an important part in her life.
Beth is her conscience; she is most interested in what
interests Jo.
quiet and shy.

She is often overlooked because she is
Yet she is more influential than anyone

in instructing the others in patience and love
(self-sacrifice).

Her dream is for a safe home:

"Mine is to stay at home safe with father and
mother and help take care of the family .
since I love my little piano I am perfectly
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satisfied.

I only wish we may all keep well,

and be together; nothing else.

( 160)

It is in that home Jo most often finds solace and comfort.
She wants to remain at home and with her sisters always.
Beth considers herself a peep and Jo a gull.

Jo does fly

away, but only to return when Beth grows sicker and needs
her.

Even in leaving--dying--Beth tries to make it easier

for those around her (446).
Meg is the actress which Jo desperately wants to
be.

But Meg is sweet and pious.

gentle advice.

Like Marmee, she gives

She will be elegant or die (35).

Unlike

Jo, she likes going to parties and wants to be a lady.
Every part of her being is fond of luxury (47).

She is

attracted to the class of people who wear fine clothes:
"She very soon discovered that there is a charm about fine
clothes which attracts a certain class of people, and
secures their respect"

(105). Unlike Jo, she dreams of

never working but being praised and admired:
"I should like a lovely house, full of all sorts
of luxurious things, nice food, pretty clothes,
handsome furniture, pleasant people, and heaps
of money.

I am to be mistress of it, and manage

it as I like, with plenty of servants, so I
never need work a bit."

( 1 59)

Unlike Marmee, she puts her children before her husband.
And, like Jo, she heeded her mother's advice about marriage
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and men.
Amy is the youngest.
particular and prim.

Also unlike Jo, she is very

Unlike Jo, she is very self-important.

She wants nothing old and ugly (49) and she resents wearing
her cousins' tasteless clothes (50).

Marmee warns her

that being conceited ruins a person:
"You are getting to be altogether too conceited
and important, my dear, and it is quite time
you set about correcting it.

You have a good

many little gifts and virtues, but there is no
need of parading them, for conceit spoils the
finest genius.

There is not much danger that

real talent or goodness will be overlooked
long; even if it is, the consciousness of
possessing and using it well should satisfy one,
and the great charm of all power is modesty.
(82)
Her dream is to become an artist, Jo's to be a writer.
She possesses both charm and grace which Jo admires
because it helps Amy to win friends easily:
for she was one of those happily created beings
who please without effort, make friends
everywhere, and take life so gracefully and
easily, that less fortunate souls are tempted
to believe that such are born under a lucky
star.

Everybody liked her, for among her good
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gifts was tact.

(282)

She encourages Jo to be more careful in details in dress.
Both want to be a loveable woman like Marmee.

Amy

appreciates the lessons taught at her mother's knee and
tells her so.
To Scarlett, her sisters are a burden.
does not like either one of them.
Suellen is a tattletale.

She really

Unlike Scarlett,

She can be quite expressive as

when Scarlett takes her beau Frank Kennedy.

Scarlett

never forgets the truthful and burning letter she writes
to her.

Scarlett remembers her sister:

"She also had

a letter from Suellen, poorly spelled, violent, abusive,
tear splotched, a letter so full of venom and truthful
observations upon her character that she was never to forget
it nor forgive the writer" (351).

Yet, when Scarlett goes

to ask for money for taxes for Tara, Suellen lets Scarlett
borrow her Irish lace collar.

Only once does Scarlett

think of Suellen kindly and that is when she sees her as
almost pretty when she speaks of loving Frank Kennedy:
Suellen was raised to the skies by having a beau
of her own in the house again and she could hardly
take her eyes off Frank Kennedy.

Scarlett was

surprised to see that Suellen could be almost
pretty, despite the thinness which had persisted
since her illness.

(270)

Unlike Scarlett, she appreciates the young, irreplaceable
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men who are killed in the war.

When Frank is gone, she

reads more and more of her prayerbook and decides to enter
a convent (416).
Melanie is as close to Scarlett as a sister.
depend upon each other in different ways.
Melanie has the gift of silence (30).

They

Unlike Scarlett,

Like Ellen, she

has a sweet voice (61) and much common sense (89).
innocently never looks upon harshness or evil (89).

She
Unlike

Scarlett, who doesn't care how other people feel, Melanie
wants

all about her to be happy.

She looks for the good

with a spontaneous and generous heart, not shrewdly and
impulsively as Scarlett does.

Unlike Scarlett, who feels

sick and disgusted around the wounded, Melanie is an angel
of mercy.

She is gentle and sympathetic and thinks of

others who might take care of Ashley when he is a soldier
and unaccounted for:
"oh, Scarlett, don't scold me!
You don't know how it helps me.

Let me do it.
Every time I

give some poor man my share I think that may-be,
somewhere on the road up north, some woman is
giving my Ashley a share of her dinner and it's
helping him to get home to me!

(289)

Unlike Scarlett, she wants children and loves even
Scarlett's.

She is envious of Scarlett's inner strength

and Scarlett, of Melanie's elegant kind ways like Ellen.
To Rhett even dressed in rags Melanie is still the perfect
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lady.

Rhett reminds Scarlett of this:

"'I think that

the only great ladies you've ever associated with were
your mother and Miss Melly and neither seems to have made
any impression on you • • • • Beauty doesn't make a lady,
nor clothes a great lady!'" (485-6).

Her eyes are not

flashing as Scarlett's but she has "eyes like candles,
two good deeds in a naughty world" (418).

She faithfully

stands by Scarlett and tells others not to call on her
if they do not call on Scarlett.

Rhett says of Melanie,

"'She's the only completely kind person I ever knew'"
(586).

That is where her inner strength lies.
D. MEN

Jo's and Scarlett's choices of men reflect the ties
of home and the inner needs of these women.
Bhaer is love personified.
(363).

He shares her love for books

She sees beyond his rusty clothes, the kind eyes

and perfect gentleman.
to remember others.
nature.

Jo's Professor

Though poor, he does not forget

He, like Marmee, understands human

He gives Jo a book of Shakespeare and tells her

it is a study of character and it will help her to read
it in the world.

He tells her to paint it with her pen--to

study simple, true lovely characters wherever she finds
them.

It will be good training (372).

Jo--happy hearted, plain and odd (379).

He is just like
Too, he is like

her father and mother who turn their sunny side to the
world (379).

He has a strong moral being as he tells Jo
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to write good literature and that he had rather give his
boys gunpowder than trash to read (384).

While he talks

to Jo's father about philosophy, he gives the March
daughters lessons in love (502).
Rhett, like
and passionate.
in him.

Ellen's fiance, is reckless and wild
He also has a streak of Gerald O'Hara

His cool recklessness Scarlett finds both appalling

and appealing.

The narrator describes this feeling:

"For

all his exasperating qualities, she grew to look forward
to his calls.

There was something exciting about him that

she can not analyze, something different from any man she
had ever known"

(125).

His reputation is much like her

father's; he is not received by polite society and runs
from the law (125).

He has the lazy grace of Ashley and

the clothes of a dandy.

Scarlett admires the appearance

of a man and the carriage of his body.
W

She does not like

--•s c.ornrnand of those around
k
· ness in a man; so, nh
A

him suits her.
Like her father who appreciates quiet women, Rhett
sees the goodness in Melanie, and both appreciate the Irish
in Scarlett.

Like her parents, Rhett can see through

Scarlett, yet loves her true nature.

Rhett tells her,

"'You look gorgeous when you are mad . . • . You are very
Irish, you know'" (111).
Like Scarlett, Rhett does nothing without a reason;
he is a selfish renegade (222) who cares little for the
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condition of the world as long as he is comfortable.

Rhett,

like Scarlett, understands the power in money and position.
They understand how important influence is on one's life.
Both despise liars.

Rhett realizes how hardships either

make or break a person (390).
loves Ashley.

He loves Scarlett as she

He realizes the importance of friends.

He calls Scarlett a cruel and destructive cat, careless
and confident.
about people.

He realizes

She does not discriminate between the cheap

and the great.
a lady.

that Scarlett has no instinct

He is able to see the true make-up of

Beneath Rhett's recklessness is great wisdom;

he sees that money ill come by never comes to good (496).
And he sees that through Scarlett's recklessness, she does
not secure a place for her children in the social scheme.
Neither does she bother to keep the one she had (515).
Rhett understands this because he has lost these very things
and knows their worth.
and bully people.

Scarlett is too eager to make money

Too late, Scarlett reflects how Rhett

has been strong, loved her, and never let her down:
It was Rhett--Rhett who had strong arms to hold
her, a broad chest to pillow her tired head,
jeering laughter to pull her affairs into
proper perspective.

And complete understanding,

because he, like her, saw truth as truth,
unobstructed by impractical notions of honor,
sacrifice, or high belief in human nature.
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He loved her!

Why hadn't she realized that he

loved her, for all his taunting remarks to the
contrary?

Melanie had seen it and with her last
Rhett

breath had said, "Be kind to him"
has never let me down.

(584-5)

Ashley is the sum of what Scarlett is not.
Europe, books, music and writing poetry (11).
cool head and can keep order.
resonate, and musical.
aloof.

He likes
He has a

His voice is calm, drawling,

He is always courteous and always

He uses his leisure for thinking not doing (16).

He is a dreamer, yet sees the world as it is.

He is

successful in marriage and knows that Scarlett will never
appreciate the things in life that he does (66).

He sees

Scarlett as having strength and himself as a coward (301).
He is content to watch life go by.

Scarlett takes the

bull by the horns and lives life (302).

Because Ashley

says that Rhett poisons everything he touches, Scarlett
begins to believe it too.

Only when she sees the real

Ashley does she understand the real Rhett--yet she loses
them both •

until tomorrow.
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IV.

AUTHORS

Louisa May Alcott and Margaret Mitchell could have
been sisters themselves.

They were both women who looked

beyond the hearth for satisfaction, yet to the hearth for
comfort and warmth.

They both went through stages of

depression.
For Louisa May Alcott it is a pit of loss and
loneliness.

She reflects upon this time in her life:

It is not always want, insanity or sin that drives
women to desperate deaths; often it is a dreadful
loneliness of heart, a hunger for home and
friends, worse than starvation, a bitter sense
of wrong in being denied the tender ties; the
pleasant duties, the sweet regards that can
make the humblest life happy; a rebellious protest
against God, who, when they cry for bread seem
to offer them a stone.

(Elbert 190)

Megis n otes a bad time in Alcott's life:
At no time in her life had she ever fal len so
low in spirits as now.

She was disconnected

with her old, drudging ways of making a living,
she was lonely, sad, and unbelievably
disheartened.

She was full of life always, but

now she wished suddenly and deeply that she
could die.

She did not want to go on living

in a world where everything was so hard.

(89-90)
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For Margaret Mitchell it was a fear of letting go.
As her biographer Anne Edwards explains:
But the puritanical side of her character kept
her from really letting go.

In truth, she cared

very much about what other people thought of
her, especeally those people whose love and
admiration she so desperately needed.

(Edwards

72 )
According to Edwards, she harbored innumerable insecurities
and feelings of inadequancy (Edwards, 116).

Margaret

Mitchell knew that she lacked something in her life. She
explained this to a friend:
Allen, I've got things that many a girl has
sold her soul to get--social position, money
enough to buy what I want, looks and brains
sufficient to get by, a family who loves me,
friends who care for me, and a few men who would
marry me if I loved them.

A girl is a fool,

a damn fool, not to be happy with all that,
wouldn't you think?
know why.

Well, I'm not and I don't

I keep life filled and speeded up

so that I can cheat myself into believing that
I am happy and contented, but oh!

Al, when

night comes and I go to bed and turn out the
lights I lie there in the dark, [and] I realize
the absolute futility of trying to kid myself.

I

l
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No, my dear, this depression is nothing new!
(Peacock 50)
Both lives were touched by typhoid.

They both helped

to nurse during the war and were around suffering and loss.
They both wrote at an early age, though Margaret was not
encouraged by her mother and Louisa was.

Margaret wrote

in order to cope with chaos and the thought of never walking
again (Peacock 15).

Louisa wrote in order to earn money.

Neither liked the limelight; both preferred the
seclusion of a private life.

Margaret's father was stable

and supportive while Louisa's was unstable and absent.
Both Margaret and Louisa were realists.
characters with their pens.

Both women were outspoken

without really being blatant feminists.
feminine charm.
family.

They painted real

They both had

Each seemed to take after her mother's

Neither wanted to make the characters appear too

real, though Margaret made Rhett so nearly like her first
husband Upshaw that it scared her (Edwards 139).

Both

novelists stayed away from political and ethical causes.
Both showed the unpleasant side of their characters.

Both

had a rebellious streak--they liked playing with dirty
children.

Both had strong willed mothers who ruled the

roost and were moody.

Both had mothers who had a strong

faith and refused to be beaten.
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V.

Author/ Characters

Margaret Mitchell reflects her own personality in her
creation of Scarlett O'Hara.
rebellious.

Like Scarlett, Margaret is

Her character would be questioned by preachers

as fit only for Hell (Edwards 7).
her as "

Anne Edwards describes

• a mixture of emancipated woman and Southern

belle" (Edwards 7).

Like Scarlett and Ellen, Margaret

never feels like a true child of her mother Maybell (Edwards
23).

Like Scarlett she feels that gumption and inner

strength will pull one through.

Her thoughts are the

reflections of her Aunt Sis:
There was just two kinds of people, wheat people
and buckwheat people.
ripe and

Take wheat--when it's

a strong wind comes along, it's laid

flat on the ground and it never rises again.
But buckwheat yields to the wind, is flattened,
but when the wind passes, it rises up just as
straight as ever.

Wheat people can't stand

a wind; buckwheat people can.

(Edwards 26-27)

Like Scarlett, she is never happy in school and makes few
friends (Edwards 26).

As Scarlett performs for Atlanta,

Margaret is the heroine of her own stories and plays about
Yankee attacks (Edwards 28).

Her mother does not encourage

her as a writer and playwright but feels it a shameful
waste of talent (Edwards 32).

And like Scarlett, she is

desperate to please her mother (Edwards 32).
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Like Scarlett, she takes a casual attitude toward
the Catholic Church (Edwards 33).

Like Scarlett, she is

more a tomboy than a lady (Edwards 37).

Like Scarlett,

she is accepted by few girls because of her boyishness,
candor, and bossy manner.

Boys are still her best friends,

and she (Edwards 39), like Scarlett, can not endure a
conversation of which she is not the center (Edwards 299).
But as Scarlett blossoms into a Southern belle, so
does Margaret who turns from tomboy to Southern belle and
becomes most popular with young officers (Edwards 46).
She, like Scarlett, wants to be first.

She states in a

letter to her brother, "'If I can't be first, I'd rather
be nothing!'" (Edwards 60).

She has difficulty balancing

feelings of inferiority with those of vanity (Edwards 77).
Her lover Red Upshaw is for her very much like her character
Rhett Butler is for Scarlett--not a reputable character
and most worldly (Edwards 80).

Like Scarlett, Margaret

feels the "clinging vine type of woman--detestable";

she

is dedicated to her family and not above work (Edwards
115).

Though Margaret's first home is called "The Dump,"

she creates for Scarlett a mansion.

And like Scarlett,

she creates her own social circle (Edwards 120).
Like Scarlett, at one point, " • • • she regularly
consumed large quantities of alcohol .

and never gave

her sex as an excuse to get out of doing a man's job"
(Edwards 129).

As

Margaret herself exemplifies, she
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creates a woman who refuses to accept defeat (Edwards 136).
They are alike in many aspects in Edwards's view:
Both were mavericks, constantly flouting
convention and society, and both suffered
identity problems caused by strong, righteous,
Both had to care for their

Catholic mothers.

fathers after their mothers' deaths.

Both were

flirts and teases, both preferred the game of
sex to the act itself, and both of them had been
raped by a husband.

Both turned their backs

on the Catholic church.

Both were women who

drank in a society that frowned on such
"unladylike" behavior and both had set society
against them.

Both had had romanticized,

unfulfilled first loves, a violent marriage,
and a marriage to a steady reliable

husband.

And both were stronger than all but one of the
men they loved. (Edwards 138)
But both find men with whom they can talk.

And like

Scarlett, Margaret often clashes with her family
(Peacock42).
They both have a problem understanding men and knowing
their true feelings.

Margaret feels she will never be

a part of a man's experience (Peacock 59).

Like Scarlett

at the end of Gone with the Wind, Margaret wants to hold
onto someone (Peacock 65).

Her friend Al is to Margaret
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as Rhett is to Scarlett--a friend who both upsets and
comforts her (Peacock 75).

And she, like Scarlett, lashes

out angrily at her dearest male friend (Peacock 79).
too knows the tricks women use on men (Peacock 81).

She
Neither

likes women but feels it wonderful to relax in the strength
of a man's arms (Peacock 84).

Both have a feeling of

numbness over loss (Peacock 93).

Neither sets much store

in Victorian conventions (Peacock 95).

Neither has trouble

attracting men (Peacock 113) yet both have a hard time
loving (Peacock 119).
Both are very independent (Peacock 127).

Both have

to "pick up the pieces" and take over after their mothers'
deaths.

Both feel confused by the more independent natures

of "new women."
(Taylor 49).

Yet both are more Victorian than flapper

Both realize the strength in feminine

gentleness (Taylor 75).
Both come to succeed through their own inner strengths
rather than relying on men to bring success to them.

The

strength they find is grounded in endurance and adaptability
(Taylor 101-2).

Both insist that one fight for her rights

and refuse to accept failure (Farr 24-26).
reflects the words of Margaret's mother:
was the enemy�

Scarlett
"Life itself

You fought it, or you might as well be

dead" (Farr 57)
Like Scarlett, Mitchell likes making money and running
people (Farr 100).

Both have a part of themselves which
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they feel no one will ever know (Hanson 165-67).

Both

realize that getting along with people is the key to
happiness (Farr 223) and to "bury oneself in work" is the
o nly freeing of one's mind from troubles (Farr 224).

Both

are business successes in a world in which men dominate
(Farr 225).

And both live by the hope that "tomorrow is

another day" (Farr 236).

Both have shortcomings but they

are of "strength and exuberant health and tough mental
fiber"

(Harwell 6).

Both do just what they have to

d o--Margaret in writing a novel and Scarlett in saving
Tara (Harwell 45).
Both have their worlds blow up beneath them (Harwell
115).

Neither chooses the path of safety and caution

(Farr 10).

Both come from families who sought to rise

above middle-class status (Farr 12).

Both possess a

feminine identity that does not conform with the identity
of other females (Hanson 12).

Both always act in "their

own highly personal way to conquer all" (Hanson 30).
Like Margaret, Scarlett stands "alone in Atlanta,
at least among women" in independence and fortitude (Hanson
30).

Both are attracted to powerful men and they do not

fully understand this attraction (Hanson 23).

Mitchell

portrays in Scarlett what she feels about herself after
the loss of her mother, "

• that women without mothers,

like herself and the young O'Hara girls, • • • were certain
to be undirected

and unchanneled in their energies and

1 - ------- -------------------------
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unprotected from and undermined by their own wills"
34).

Both have gumption, as Hanson says:

(Hanson

"the fighting

spirit of Scarlett O'Hara, like the total force of will
of her creator, was not to be underestimated" (36).
wants to earn her own way (Hanson 39).

Each

Both when faced

with sudden suffering choose·to fight back (Hanson 48).
Both" suffered the loss of a mother, fiance, and a
predetermined future, all in a matter of months" (Hanson
67),

and both "sought to heal old wounds by finding new

sources

of meaning within herself" (Hanson 67).

Likewise, Louisa May Alcott painted herself in the
creation of Jo in Little Women.

She, like Jo, accepted

woman's traditional commitment to family and homelife--yet
she demanded individuality.

Both have mothers who descend

from distinguished gentry--the elite (Elbert 4).

Like

Jo she imagines herself to be the son in the family who
possesses a quick temper (Elbert 40).
encouraged by her mother to write.
work is important (Elbert 67).

She, like Jo, is

Both feel domestic

Each possesses and relishes

the freedom to run outdoors, to enjoy nature, and to express
herself generally (Elbert 73).
Both are troubled by their ambitions to become
independent artists (Elbert 95).

Both feel they can

be

happy single or married and both have a strong urge to
write (Elbert 95).

Both are touched by severe sickness

which influences their writing (Elbert 127).

Both
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experience a new freedom through writing.
marriage a serious step (Elbert 133-4).

Both think
Both find that

their special gift lies in the ability to create fireside,
f amily adventure (Elbert 182).

Both find loneliness almost

unbearable (Elbert 190).

finds the "most puzzling

Each

problems to be contradictions
life and woman's individuality"

between private domestic
(Elbert 197).
Both

Both help to support their families (Stern 3).
are

able to see the good and the bad in their families

(Stern 29).

Both appreciate the simple things in life

and attain the knowledge of what is best in living (Stern
5).

Both feel for "ragged

children" and cats (Meigs 18).

Both find it hard to be obedient (Meigs 25).

Both live

through hardships and both take food to needy families
(Meigs 27).

Both are left without fathers for a while

(Meigs 30).

Both have mothers who believe that God expected

one to help herself (Meigs 33).

Both learn to never forget

the truth of what family life should be (Meigs 47).

Both

believe in standing beside those one loves (Meigs 50).
Louisa, like Jo, wants to give comforts to her family (Meigs
54-55).
Neither wants to follow an ordinary existence and
each is a woman of most intense feelings (Meigs 56).
will lament the fact that they are not born a boy.

Both
Both

consider cutting their hair to help financially (Meigs
62).

Both are discouraged in writing by editors, yet
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rise to become successful writers through finding their
own style (Meigs 75).
fever (Meigs 76).

Both have sisters who have scarlet

Both appreciate the fact that one is

n e ver too poor to give something away (Meigs 77).
Louisa, like Jo, wants to be an actress.

Both come

t hrough dark depression through work (Meigs 89-90).
want

to help needy children (Meigs 90).

Both would rather

be single, free, and independent (Meigs 94).
be anything but herself (Meigs 109).

Both

Neither can

Both have a chance

t o marry for money but do not take it (Meigs 36).
are seen for their uniqueness (Meigs 141).

Both

Each is

d elighted in seeing a sister get what she wants (Meigs
145).

Both like boys better than girls (Meigs 149).

Both

put their real lives into their writing (Meigs 153).

Both

think of others before themselves (Meigs 56).
c ontent to live near their mothers (Meigs

Both are

169).

Both

e n d happily--"taking care of them all" (Meigs 185).
Both have strong minded mothers and philosophical
fathers (Worthington 16).

Both grow up in an atmosphere

i n which one can think, judge, and wonder (Woethington
49).

Both are moody (Worthington 57).

Neither wants

payment for helping other people (Worthington 59).
care most about writing (Worthington 116).
g en erous with those they love
159).

Both are

yet impatient (Worthington

Both have more sympathy with

(Worthington 195).

Both

boys than girls

Both find strength in quiet seclusion,
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reading and writing (Worthington 195).

Both feel guilty
Both

for wanting a life of their own (Worthington 231).

feel their mother understands them best (Worthington 244).
Both watch someone they love die slowly (Worthington 246).
Both wish to send sisters to study art (Stern 92).
gives, through her Jo, hope to girls who are

Louisa

tomboys:

Jo is the tomboy dream come true, the dream of
growing up into full humanity with all its poten
tialities instead of limited feminity:

of

looking after oneself and paying one's way and
doing effective work in the real world instead
of learning how to please a man who will look
after you • • • (Stern 98).
Both rebel against the Victorian world and woman's place
in it (Janeway 98).

Both attack fear with faith and

laughter (Russ 101).

Both find success in writing stories

about good people (Russ 102).
nonconformists" (Pauly 123).

Both are "distinct
As Thomas Pauly explains,

though "Jo has her faults • • • they are integral to her
uniqueness as a passionate supporter of the Victorian home
w ho rejects the debilitating role it imposed on the woman
who maintained it" (124).
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VI. CONCLUSION
Though in some ways different, Scarlett O'Hara and

Jo Ma rch ar
e very similar.
They share an individual, strong
ass ion for
life which will not be undermined. They both
P
f i" nct gr
e at strength in their ties with home and both return
t o th at hom
e in the end.
And each returns a stronger
woman in f
aith than the girl who left. Each reflects the

s t ron g wom
an who created her and each finds the greatest
strength withi
n herself--Love.
The inner battles each woman faces are overcome by

a regard for othe
rs more than self; and only when she
f oc uses on the
YOU more than the ME does she find real
h appiness.
Only in reaching out to help others does she
l e ave the des
tructive hell of SELF.
For Jo March it is a reaching out to the family and

friends surrounding
her and for Scarlett O'Hara it is a

promise that tomorrow will
be another day of hope.

L
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